I'm sorry to report that we're all about to become obsolete. For proof, one need look no farther than the story that swept the globe 2 September. Here's how the Toronto Star informed its readers: "Scientists have genetically engineered smarter mice, pointing the way to a brave new world in which parents could -in theory, at least -create baby Einsteins."
The news graced the front page of papers from New York to San Francisco, though the promises of a genius in every cradle was tempered a bit. "Researchers have genetically engineered a strain of ultra-smart mice," USA Today reported, "an advance that one day might lead to brainier humans and drugs to treat forms of dementia."
Readers in the UK had to dig a bit for the news. But the Independent assured readers who turned to page five that "it is feasible to improve mental ability by tinkering with genes… a step toward designer babies."
Yes, we are talking about research on mice. It's a license, apparently granted to all journalists, to avoid the confounding details for a while. And it is true that mice are remarkably like Albert Einstein, in that they can learn tasks and remember objects. So Joe Tsien's research on the NMDA receptors in mice could have implications for humans. Perhaps.
The Princeton University researcher reported in Nature that he could make mice perform better on learning and memory tests if he genetically modified their embryos to produce NMDA receptors that are more active, particularly as the mice get older. Adding pop-culture appeal, the Princeton researchers named the mice 'Doogie', after a US television programme about a teenaged doctor. (The Boston Globe noted that this fictional character, conveniently enough, graduated from Princeton at the age of 10.) "Why is it that some children become Mozarts or Einsteins?" Ned Potter asked viewers of ABC's World News Tonight. "And why do some seniors descend into the fog of Alzheimer's? We may find answers in these genetically engineered mice."
Many reporters succumbed to the fallacy that high-performance learning and memory equates to intelligence "All of this is extremely hypothetical, but we need to start talking about it now, or in 10 years some doctor will hang out his shingle and start advertising enhanced babies," University of Pennsylvania ethicist Arthur Caplan told the Los Angeles Times. "Caplan argues that early uses of the technology might be to create, for example, more intelligent guide dogs, monkeys that are smart enough to be household helpers, or dolphins that could retrieve enemy weapons."
The Boston Globe weighed in with an editorial, noting: "Much good could come from Tsien's research. It could provide a breakthrough for Alzheimer's and other diseases causing memory loss. Eventually, genetic tweaking to ensure strong mental and physical health may be as common as popping a vitamin." But having built up that hype, the Globe added: "we're not there yet and should take no shortcuts making that momentous journey -or deciding not to make it."
Time Magazine used the old question-mark trick -putting the story on the cover of the magazine with the tantalizing headline "The I.Q. Gene?" Instead of simply printing 'No' on the page inside, Time dedicated thousands of words to the subject, exploring both the intriguing possibilities and the sober realities. Harvard's Stephen Jay Gould predicted the "excellent and provocative study" would be misread as holding out hope for an easy avenue to brains. Gould noted the biggest fallacy that many reporters did, indeed, succumb to: that high-performance learning and memory equates to intelligence.
Most news reports at least made passing reference to the study's limitations. It may, after all, be a curse rather than a blessing to remember too much. Some of the criticism was rather pointed. "The mice are not smarter," Larry Squire from the University of California at San Diego told the Philadelphia Inquirer. "This is a memory mechanism." When interviewed by National Public Radio, Richard Thompson at the University of Southern California was even more blunt: "I could produce all -virtually all the same effects that they have, if I just took normal mice and gave them a little amphetamine."
Even so, the topic proved irresistible for both cartoonists and commentators. The Jerusalem Post asked whether we really need more intelligent rodents. "As Albert Schweitzer noted, we already have a clever animal; it's called man, and 'it behaves like an imbecile'."
An irony-laden commentary in the Korean Herald asserted: "I think there are already too many smart people in Korea for our leaders to rule the country effectively… What worries me most, however, is the prospect that this world would become so dull with all those smart people. After all, we are having fun, laughing at the mistakes and errors that we dummies make every day."
And the news coverage of this study certainly made for a good chuckle.
